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Two of the latest additions to
ABB´s marine portfolio, which
will be presented at SMM, are
EMMA™ Advisory Suite, a decision support tool for onboard
energy management, and Onboard DC Grid, a step forward
in optimised propulsion by
distributing power through a
single DC circuit, providing
signiﬁcant power savings.
ABB says that EMMA Advisory
Suite is a unique solution that
improves the performance of
any vessel. This is achieved with
a minor retroﬁt of a software solution and possibly some additional sensors. EMMA includes
solutions for power plant, hull
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Advanced Polymer Coatings
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Among Advanced Polymer
Coating’s (APC) fair highlights
will be its MarineLine® 784
cargo tank coating system.
Considered the pre-eminent
coating for chemical tankers
due to its versatility, excellent performance and return
on investment for shipowners, MarineLine® is also being
increasingly used on product

tankers carrying cargoes such
as clean petroleum products
(CPPs), vegetable oils, biofuels, and methanol, according
to the American company.
MarineLine® 784 is used
worldwide on almost 500
chemical and product tankers, handling a wide range of
aggressive cargoes. A growing
trend for product tankers is

to remove older epoxy and/
or zinc silicate cargo tank
coatings and upgrade to the
high-performance
MarineLine® 784 lining system. The
retroﬁtted vessels can carry a
wider range of proﬁtable cargoes. MarineLine® 784 uses
a forced hot air heat system
to cure its coating to create a
nearly impermeable coating

barrier, ensuring cargo purity
from port to port. Because
the coating is virtually absorbent-free with low surface
energy, fewer cleaning chemicals are needed, fewer slops
are created, and there are
fewer limitations compared
with conventional coatings,
APC said.

Valves for Shipbuilding and Industry
Systems, Technology and Components
Quick-Closing Valve Systems
Remotely controlled, electrically, pneumatically, hydraulically
(type approved by international class societies)
Filtration Technology,
Flexible Reach Rods,
Self-Closing Valves,
Expansion Joints,
Valve Chests,
Sight Glasses,
and more …
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